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Why did I choose to Detroit?
I chose Detroit because of its similarities with Belfast. Both cities
previously had booming industrial economies that led to the huge
growth of the area and subsequently widespread unemployment
through the decline of industry. Detroit and Belfast have both
experienced segregated societies, civil unrest and an international
reputation for violence.
In recent years, Detroit has experienced a strong new wave of
community led initiatives and community organising and I was
particularly interested to find out how this has come about and
how it works in practice. I was also interested in the growth of food
based projects in Detroit as working with food is a personal
passion.
I hoped to spend time with a few projects more intensively and
then visit or meet with a range of organisations and community
activists to learn about their work and the city.

A brief background on Detroit
Detroit is best known for its car industry. GM, Ford and Chrysler (The Big Three) were all
producing cars in Detroit and this meant there were plenty of accompanying industries too as
wealth flowed through the city. The well paid labourer jobs available spurred migration from
European countries but also from southern states. Detroit is still the US city with the highest
African American population. Racial segregation and inequality of opportunities (jobs, houses,
education) created social tension in the city, which came to a head in widespread civil unrest in
1968.
The riots effectively accelerated the depopulation of Detroit as many white people (and black
people who could afford to) moved to the suburbs. Decline of production in the factories;
increase in unemployment and opportunities elsewhere further contributed to Detroit’s
challenges. The sharp drop in the tax base caused further problems for the city government who
now had 144 square miles of city to maintain along with a continually increasing number of
abandoned buildings.

Unemployment led to poverty and an increase in violent crime. In 2013, the city filed for
bankruptcy. Residents had lived for years with inadequate municipal services such as poor
street lighting, a terrible public transport system, no maintenance of public parks; pavements;
spaces and little money available to support schools. Arson was common, either to claim
insurance on a property or to get rid of a drug den that had moved in to a neighbourhood. Even
today, 1 in 4 houses is in foreclosure.
The police, fire and ambulance services were stretched beyond their limits with the number of
emergency calls each day and the lack of proper equipment to deal with emergencies. Wait
times for a call to 911 would often be over an hour, which
can still be the case today.
Population decline, high crime and lack of government
leadership meant that private businesses closed too.
Detroit’s downtown area is only beginning to have shops
and restaurants again in the last couple of years.
Supermarkets are still mostly in the suburbs and Detroit
became labelled a “food desert”. The widespread
abandonment created urban blight as nature began to
reclaim the land and properties fell in to unsafe conditions.
Morale was at an all time low.
The city is redeveloping, creating new businesses and jobs.
It is becoming safer and public services are slowly starting
to come back in to effect but it is at a huge cost to the
people who remained living there throughout Detroit’s
hardest years. There is a huge tension between the “old”
Detroit and this newly developing part, which is mainly
concentrated in the city centre.

How I planned my time and what I did
To begin with, I spent a lot of time reading about the city and mapping organisations. In the first
weeks when I arrived, I took in a lot of the museums and a few tours. This consolidated my
knowledge of the history of the area and what happens in the city. I was able to put together a
solid understanding of the city’s history, social challenges and current landscape. I prioritised
which people and organisations I wanted to speak to, meet with or visit and I reached out to
organisations in waves.
At first I was generally interested in organisations that were bringing community together and
organising around community led solutions. I came to Detroit with an overarching question of
how is Detroit community organising and what is the driving force behind all these initiatives. As
I met with these organisations, attended events, went about the city and had conversations

more questions arose for me. I was interested in how Detroit’s new wave of development and
influx of investment was changing the society. It was impossible not to engage with the issue of
racial inequality and its relationship with wealth inequality in the city.
In the last third of my time I was interested in relationships and leadership- what had the people
spearheading these initiatives learned about effective community mobilising? How were
relationships built and maintained between organisations and also with funders?
I started looking at the solutions and week by week pulled back the curtains to see what lay
behind. Why had this solution come about? Who was behind that idea? How did they do it?
What had they learned in doing it?
I found social media (Facebook and Instagram) invaluable in finding organisations and events. I
was able to build up a picture of things happening in the city very quickly and to see who
engages with whom. Initially I had found a small handful of organisations that took my interest
from articles/organisations that bring groups together either around collaboration, funding or
training/support.
I mostly reached out to organisations via email and occasionally on Facebook if there wasn’t an
email address. People I met with were very generous in suggesting who else I should speak to
and following up with introductions. Another fantastic resource was the quantity of collaborative
events that happened almost daily. Discussions and panels and workshops where lots of the
same faces popped up and involved many key actors exposed me to a lot of organisations and
people very quickly.
Many people were interested in the Belfast- Detroit connection or generally interested in Belfast,
which helped with conversations and in securing meetings. I felt very aware that I was able to
arrange meetings and ask questions as an outsider that may have been more difficult if I was
local. The majority of people I met with were white, which I think is worth noting as it indicates a
skewed white leadership in this field.
I tailored questions each time depending on who I was meeting and what their work entailed but
there were some questions that remained, especially around what was making Detroit’s citizen
engagement happen.
You can read more about the organisations I volunteered and met with in Appendix 1.

What I learned for work
I had intended to focus on food based initiatives principally, however the organisations I
contacted were not able to accommodate me being involved intensively. Many organisations
seemed to become much busier over the warmer months and so March and April weren’t a
great time to be able to see organisations in action.

I had heard a lot about Detroit’s blooming food businesses, many of whom are praised for
building community. However, I found that the community benefit of these food businesses was
mainly that they were new businesses in Detroit, which was considered positive for generating
jobs and economy in the area. Often the food businesses would try to use local produce or
make more environmentally friendly procurement options but they were not overtly on a social
mission, which I found disappointing. Moreover, I was particularly struck by how these
businesses had a largely white, middle-class customer base and this highlighted for me the
entrenched inequality and racial segregation that continues in Detroit and indeed across the US.
This made me want to find out more about the power dynamics in the city.
A lot has happened in Detroit, especially in the last 20-30 years. I feel like I arrived at an
interesting crossroads where the city had comfortably moved passed some of its most
challenging times but still had a long way to go. I could see the abandonment and decay that
the city has lived through but also the shiny new developments that are likely to increase at
break-neck speed over the next 10 years, creating a city that is unrecognisable as Detroit.
This meant there were a lot of interesting conversations happening about the way the city was
developing, who benefited and who lost out. People seemed very informed about plans for
development- perhaps the mark of a population that has had so much happen outside of its
control for so long. There were a lot of conversations about how we talk about and frame
community development, which I found really interesting.
I realised how ill-informed we are in Belfast about
plans for developing anywhere in the city and we
are therefore often voiceless in being able to
influence how the city develops for its residents. I
reflected a lot about power in city development,
decision makers and money. It was so much easier
to see these things in Detroit, not only because I
was an outsider but because it was so visible. The
inequalities usually lie on racial lines and I realised
how invisible inequality is in Belfast outside of the
neighbourhoods, because the vast majority of
people are white.
It was so beneficial to spend time in a different city,
in a sphere of socially active and engaged citizens talking about different issues, using different
vocabulary and displaying different perspectives. I had gone to Detroit thinking I needed to learn
one thing (social enterprise models) but I quickly realised I needed to learn so much more than
what I thought (equitable development, community mobilising and organising, leadership and
collaboration). This in itself was a valuable lesson.
I was constantly thankful for the flexibility, trust and independence granted to me by the Rank

Foundation. This was an opportunity to guide my learning and plan my time based on what I
thought was most useful or valuable. The outcome was that I was that I learned more overall as
I was able to be responsive and have continued deeper learning. This experience led me to
reflect on how organisations and funders work with communities, beneficiaries and their own
teams and the importance of allowing independence, ownership and choice within those
relationships. Successful community organising relies on allowing people to structure change for
their own future.
I really benefited from being able to read so much about Detroit and absorb so much knowledge
about the city and its social challenges. The community leaders who I most admired were
usually very well read, not only in depth but also in breadth, which brought home to me the
importance of constant learning and reading when doing community work.
There is no denying that organisations in Detroit have been able to benefit from very wealthy
foundations locally. I found it hard not to be discouraged when I asked people where they got
their funding and how they were able to afford their programmes. Although organisations did
say funding was scarce, the sums of money available hugely exceeded those in the UK. There
was also a notably larger involvement of private sector funding, partnerships and sponsorships
that has not developed in the same way in the UK. I think this is something that the charity
sector should focus on more in the UK to develop communities with the involvement of local
private business too.
Detroit seemed to have hit rock bottom before it was able to take steps towards recovery. The
population organised because there was no knight in shining armour to come to the rescue.
There was a common cause and very little government involvement. Detroit citizens started to
live the saying “Ask for forgiveness, not permission” and really took things into their own hands
to create a better environment for themselves and their families. I reflected a lot about the
involvement of the state in the UK and whether it makes citizens too reliant on local councils to
respond to problems rather than to take responsibility and ownership. The government in Detroit
has started to catch up with some of these grassroots initiatives and is imposing a bit more red
tape to regulate and control activities.
Overall what shone through in Detroit was the importance of relationship building, taking time
and showing up time and time again. Often this is done around food. Community events were
extremely well catered in Detroit and I would like to see more of this in the UK.

What I learned personally
I’ve spent a lot of my adult life away from home and lived in four countries so I didn’t think
America would be too much of a challenge. It’s a culture we’re exposed to all the time and the
language is the same. So I was a bit floored when I arrived and experienced the strongest
culture shock of all my travels. This was the first time I was really away from home completely
alone with no one to experience everything new or someone with whom I could debrief, discuss,

vent or comment. It was a big challenge and the cold weather in March was really tough going
when I arrived.
I really enjoyed researching the city, coming up with questions and finding different answers. It
made me think more about how I can use these skills to shine a light on Belfast’s issues. I
further consolidated my skills in mapping organisations; networking and creating links; setting
up and conducting meetings.
The whole time I was in Detroit was a huge listening exercise and I wanted to take in as much
as possible from as many different people and places as possible. I was reminded about how
important it is to keep listening when working on something, even if you are hearing the same
message time and time again.

Is Detroit like Belfast?
Is Detroit like Belfast…? I guess it’s the people who
make the city. Detroiters were more ready for change,
risk, challenge and honesty than people in Belfast. I
was constantly reminded about how risk averse we are
in Northern Ireland and I was impressed by how
encouraging and supportive Detroiters were of each
other. Detroiters were universally proud of their city.
There is a real spirit of Detroit and there has clearly
been a big conscious effort to speak well about the
city. I would love to embed some Detroit spirit in
Belfast. I hope that I can take some Detroit values and
live them here.
I really valued learning so much about Detroit as a city, past and present, and it made me
acknowledge the gaps of knowledge I have about Belfast. I am looking forward to digging in to
Belfast in the same way so I can command a good understanding of the city’s different
challenges.
I have started a part-time role as Business Development Lead with a community development
organisation (Groundwork) in Belfast. This is my first role in Belfast so it will be a good
opportunity to be exposed to the sector here. I would like to spend the rest of my week working
on two programme ideas I have for Belfast. One is around food and the other is around
leadership.
On top of this, I have come home with a strong sense of the importance of being civically and
politically engaged and I look forward to finding opportunities for this. As I mentioned, I want to
live some Detroit values here. I’d like to be braver, more courageous, to speak out, build strong
alliances and lift others up.

Appendix 1
Organisations with whom I volunteered
Build Institute (Detroit Soup)- A champion of the business start-up scene across the city. The
organisation is a source of funding and training workshops, also provides talks and events.
Detroit Soup is the original Soup project which has been replicated in many cities around the
world. It is a micro-funding bring and share dinner where the audience votes on which project
wins the money on the night. I helped out at the events as a volunteer.
Heidelberg Project - Well-known public art space that challenges our relationship with
materialism. Artist Tyree Guyton return to Heidelberg Street on the Eastside of Detroit in the
1980s and was shocked by how derelict and neglected the street had become and so he started
to create art where there were once homes. The Project has attracted much controversy from
some residents, it was partially demolished by the City and also suffered a series of arson
attacks. Heidelberg has grown to become a symbol of community art and art as a medium to
challenge convention in the city. I spent 1 day a week with Heidelberg Project. I was able to
update resources for them, strengthen their internship offering and worked on some
development projects such as reopening their pop-up shop for the summer.
Green Garage - This co-working space is home to many social and sustainable businesses in
Detroit. The old car showroom was purchased about 10 years ago and transformed slowly into
the beautiful space it is today. Many of the current materials were salvaged from the original
building. There are open lunch twice a week. On Wednesdays there is a discussion around
sustainable leadership and on Fridays there is a short presentation from an organisation. I
volunteered on the welcome desk here, which was a great opportunity to meet people who were
very engaged with Detroit’s social and environmental challenges. The space also holds a small
library of books related to Detroit and/or sustainability.
Brilliant Detroit - A new organisation in Detroit that is making big waves already. Brilliant
Detroit buys derelict houses in a neighbourhood and then works with the local community to
shape a programme of events and services that run from the house. Similar to a UK community
centre but very homely and really focused on outcomes for pre-school children and their
families. There is a lot of relationship building with the community who are encouraged to shape
the work of their local Brilliant Detroit home to their needs. I volunteered at the Community
Dinners and at a house clean up for a new house that the organisation was opening.
Secret Society of Twisted Storytellers - An absolute gem in Detroit, this organisation seeks to
build relationships and bring healing through personal stories. Once a month people are invited
to share true stories about their life to a live audience. They are funny, sad, touching and always

true. The auditorium is always packed and the audience is receptive, encouraging and warm.
The small staff team is all female and all African American. This was one of the few places I
went in Detroit where the audience felt like a mixed demographic and it highlighted for me the
importance of having diversity in leadership in order to have diversity and representation overall.
There was also an area for mostly African American small businesses to sell their products on
the evening. I volunteered on the welcome desk and generally helped with set up for the event. I
learned so much about Detroit from attending these events.
Michigan Urban Farming Initiative is one of the largest urban agriculture in the city’s massive
agriculture scene. They have no paid staff, which makes their scale of achievement in the last
eight years even more commendable. Based in the quickly becoming trendy North End, the
garden provides fresh produce for free to local residents and volunteers as well as providing
public space for people to gather. They have done particularly well at getting funding from
private businesses and have developed in a socially conscious way.

Public forum events/workshops
Riverfront Conservancy - This organisation has led a phenomenal project to make the Detroit
Riverfront one of the favourite places for Detroiters. They are now planning a further expansion
with a very ambitious park design. The public meeting was an opportunity for residents to have
an update on the design plans and to ask questions. It was extremely well attended.
Food Lab Detroit- This organisation brings together food entrepreneurs in Detroit to share
resources and create a network. They encourage new businesses and provide courses. I
attended a 4 week course on Starting a Food Business, which was really interesting. Detroit lost
a lot of small businesses and food businesses but in the last 10 years and in particular the last 5
years, that has really changed and Detroit is seeing new food businesses every week. Food Lab
Detroit particularly encourage triple bottom line business.
Model D Media- This media outlet focuses on profiling positive stories about Detroit. It also
supports a lot of really great community events, usually bringing people together for discussion
and learning. I attended two events one was on equitable development and one was on
engaging minorities with the upcoming 2020 census. These were a fantastic insight, firstly in to
how events like this run in the US but also in to these topics, how people engaged with them
and what people thought.
Citizen Detroit- This organisation aims to mobilise citizens around critical issues they do this by
increasing citizen knowledge around these issues and what can be done.
Wayne State Social Enterprise Conference - this conference at the university brought
together a lot of great local organisations for a day of all things social enterprise. It was a great
way to meet and hear from lots of organisations I had heard about from before I arrived in

Detroit including Tiny Homes (small residences for homeless people) and Detroit Hives (bringing
bee hives to Detroit’s vacant land).
Ddot- The Detroit Department of Transport (DDOT) holds a monthly public forum for bus users
to come and air their concerns or ask questions. I was really curious to see how this meeting
would go and what people would say as the bus service is so widely criticised by people who
don’t use the bus, I wanted to see what people who do use the bus had to say. I thought it was
brave of DDOT to put have these public forum and I couldn’t imagine something similar
happening in Belfast. Later I met a consultant who had been brought in to help improve DDOT
and it was extremely interesting to hear about and discuss the challenges of improving and
maintaining the public transport system in such a vast city.
FreePress Film Festival- The FreePress Film Festival showcases local film makers or films of
particular interest to Detroit/Michigan. It had an absolutely fantastic programme and I saw really
thought provoking films. One film in particular dealt with a sensitive topic of a secret police
squad who had been acquitted of citizen murders in Detroit in the 70’s. It was a sensitive and
emotional topic. Most of the audience were old enough to clearly remember the events
portrayed. In the panel discussion afterwards there was a real sense of dealing with difficult
issues of the past in a public space and I had an overwhelming feeling of how different this was
compared to how Northern Ireland manages its relationship with its past and although we have
come far, we have a long way to go still.

Meetings
Family Independent Initiatives- a nationwide organisation working to support families using an
interesting model of investing in low-income families where the beneficiary has a lot more say in
how they spend the money.
Boggs Center - Founded in 1995 to honour activists James Boggs and Grace Lee Boggs, the
centre serves as a means to nurture community leadership and grassroots activism. Challenges
the not-for-profit organisational set up with activism.
Urban Consulate - Hosts parlour discussion events to talk about difficult issues. Now running in
a few cities across the US, it is a project of Claire Nelson who is somewhat of a community
building trailblazer in Detroit.
Challenge Detroit - A year long programme for graduates to work and live in Detroit and
provide consultancy support to non-profits in the area. This is to attract and retain talent in the
city.
Detroit Future City - A think tank for the city focusing on community development. I was
interested in them as Northern Ireland lacks think tanks and strong alternative voices offering a
perspective outside of the political realm.

Francis Grunow - Francis has been involved in many community led initiatives in the city and I
met with him to discuss the practicalities of setting up and leading new ideas, sustaining
motivation and motivating others too.
Detroit Food Academy : Culinary and food business educational programme for young people.
The programme has different tiers so keen participants can move through the offering if they
wish to do so.
St Peter’s Episcopal church: A church with a strong and practical social justice vision.
Operates a daily soup kitchen and campaigns on social justice issues.
Ponyride - co-working space primarily for makers and artists with a social mission.
Bamboo - co-working space mainly for tech start-ups. Hosts regular events and talks around
start-up themes.
Back Alley Bikes - A second hand bike shop that also trains young people in bike mechanics.
The young people can then earn a bike for themselves.
African American Bead Museum - Olayami Dabls has used art as a medium to bring African
American community issues into the spotlight. His space also serves to connect the African
American community to their ancestry. Dabls chatted to me spontaneously for a good two hours
in the museum shop giving me a really varied and interesting perspective into many aspects of
Detroit life and history. This was within my first fortnight in Detroit and so many of the things I
heard from Dabls were repeated by others throughout my time here.
Source Booksellers - This non-fiction only bookstore is a gem in Detroit, invaluable source of
information and interesting conversation. I met really interesting people any time I popped in to
browse.
Declare Detroit - A group of Detroiters who came together to pen a mannifesto of principles for
the city.

Appendix 2
Summary of proposed budget and actual costs (£)

